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The KwickScreen®  retractable wall has been adopted by over 
75 NHS Trusts over the past two years since its introduction.
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KwickScreen is the best solution I have 
seen to help solve the problems of space 
management in healthcare.
Sir James Dyson
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Multi-environment applications
KwickScreen® helps manage space within 
hospitals, residential environments and primary 
care settings such as GP surgeries, dental 
practices and community healthcare facilities.
Available fixed, portable and in a choice of 
finishes. KwickScreen® enables privacy, 
displaying messages or images, keeping 

patients engaged in ward activity,  
while isolating non-airborne infections.
KwickScreen® uses a patented high-tech 
rollable material technology that enables  
it to be incredibly retractable and portable. 
RolaTube™ is a new British technology  
used across many sectors including Nasa.

Overview

KwickScreen®’s versatility is proving invaluable in many healthcare environments and is already in 
use in over 75 NHS Trusts, hospitals in Europe, the Middle East, America and Canada.

•  Infection Control – sections off areas for isolation

•  Creates Privacy & Dignity – addresses single-sex breaches

•  Easy for one person use

•  Retracts for storage

•  Small footprint when in use

•  Easy to clean and clean around. Smooth wipe clean paint finish

•    Extends up to 3.3m wide x 1.9m high and can bend up to 180 degrees at any width

•   Clinical trials show improved hand-hygiene compliance

•    Panel available in a variety of finishes; opaque, translucent, transparent or printable 
with a  choice of graphics 

•  Replaceable inner screen

•  Quality castors with directional locking for stability

KwickScreens are really versatile and help us 
manage our space. �ey can be portable or fixed 
to the wall, they bend around corners and it’s 
easy to change the inner screens.
Samantha Martin, Peri Operative Matron, Kings College Hospital

Retractable room-dividers with your choice of print Portable or wall-mounted options available
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•  Wall fixed or portable options available
•  The portable KwickScreen® is easy to wheel about
•  One person use
•  Pulls out and retracts to any length up to 3.3m
•  Robust and durable
•  Bends up to 180 degrees at any point of the width

Features & Benefits Cost savings
•  Improves bedstock management by freeing up side-rooms 
•  Helps prevent breaches of Privacy & Dignity  
 

Easy cleaning
•  Specially designed to be easily steam or wipe cleaned
•  Easy to clean floor underneath as frame is self supported
•  Inner screens can be easily replaced  
 

Small footprint
•  Retracts into compact casing space for storage
•  Self supported frame, leaving floor space free 
•  Stores away easily  
 

Good for patients
•   Reduces the need to move patients to different rooms or wards
•   Isolation screen avoids stigmatising patients on a ward/maintains full visibility
•   Privacy screen gives patients or visitors their own designated space
•  Less claustrophobic feel 

Portable

Wall fixed

Research shows that each KwickScreen  
saves about £7,500 per year through 
superior bedstock management.
ABA Independent Healthcare Economists
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Infection Control
With a lack of side rooms available 
in many hospitals across the NHS, 
outbreaks of non-airborne infections 
including MRSA and Norovirus can 
prove a costly problem. Generally,  
infected patients do not need to be 
placed in side rooms and only require a 
physical barrier between bed spaces to 
prevent transmission through droplets.

The KwickScreen® provides both a 
physical barrier around the infected 
patient and a psychological trigger 
that has been proven to improve hand 
hygiene compliance.

KwickScreen® provides the solution
•  Allows separation of infected areas within a ward
•  Isolates non-airborne infections in the ward
•  Provides visibility and isolation
•  Improves hand hygiene compliance and prevents cross-bed traffic
•  Low levels of patient stigmatisation
•  Hygiene units for hand gel, gloves and gowns available
•  Easy to clean, small storage footprint when not in use 

Clinical trials have shown that 
KwickScreens significantly improve 
hand-hygiene compliance.
Dr. Peter Wilson, Consultant Micro-Biologist at University College London Hospital, NHS Foundation Trust Newham Hospital has installed KwickScreen® wall fixed screens with bespoke 

photography throughout the new A&E Department.
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Privacy & Dignity

KwickScreen® provides privacy and dignity

KwickScreen® achieving flexible single-sex accommodation

It’s often hard to avoid patients of different sexes being treated together, which causes problems with 
patient privacy and dignity. A number of environments within hospitals and other healthcare facilities 
have a lack of space or dated building design and layout making segregating different sexes difficult.

Not only does the KwickScreen® aid space management in hospital wards and waiting areas, it’s also 
ideal for addressing single-sex breaches.

 

KwickScreen® provides the solution
•    Allows reconfiguration of wards to ensure segregation of male and female patients

•   Avoids the need for costly structural changes

•  Instant deployment

•    Looks like a temporary wall but works like a curtain

•    Portable, quick and easy to rearrange layouts in any ward size

•    Easy to clean, small storage footprint when not in use 

The KwickScreen provides a good  
short-term solution to MSA issues  
whilst a permanent fix is being planned.
NHS London

Nursing
Station

Male
Toilet

Female
Toilet

1 : 10
f : m

f : m f : m f : m
f : m2 : 9 3 : 8 4 : 7
5 : 6

Compact for easy storage

Retractable to any length

Fixed-to-wall or Portable versions

Bends at any point

Extends up to 3.2m

KwickScreen® achieving flexible segregated unisex accommodation
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Print Options
KwickScreen® is available in 3 finishes, opaque, transparent 
or translucent, all of which can be printed. Choose from 
stock print designs or bespoke options.

Photography, vector illustrations or paintings 
can be printed in high quality on the inner 
panel of a KwickScreen®, to create a different 
ambience on your wards.

Using art in healthcare is gaining growing 
recognition as a means for improving the 
healthcare process and environment.  

KwickScreen® Bespoke
Teal commission internationally recognised artists to create a unique design, printed onto the 
KwickScreen® inner panels.

Several studies both in Europe and the United 
States have shown the great many benefits 
offered to patients, staff and visitors by art. 

Art in healthcare can provide psychological, 
physiological and biological benefits to the 
patient and reduce anxiety and depression, 
especially in preoperative stages.
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FAQ's Options & Accessories
When are Privacy & Dignity KwickScreens® used?

White opaque screens help provide single sex accommodation in mixed wards.  
Portable screens can be used flexibly to segregate areas in a ward and provide private  
and dignified spaces.

When are Infection Isolation KwickScreens® used?

Transparent screens help facilitate cohort nursing by preventing traffic between  
bed-spaces. This frees-up side rooms, patient movement is reduced and hand-hygiene 
compliance and overall bed utilisation improves.

Can the screen graphic be changed?

The inner screen section is replaceable, so if it gets damaged or if you want to use a different 
screen, a new screen can be swapped in easily at little cost.

How should the KwickScreen® be cleaned?

Microbiological tests have shown that KwickScreen® can be cleaned thoroughly with a chlorine-
water mix or standard hospital cleaning wipes. The flat smooth screen surface makes it perfect for 
steam cleaning and all components are compatible with hydrogen peroxide vapour.

Awards & Accreditations

The KwickScreen® is supported by The NHS  
National Innovation Centre, The Department of  
Health and The Health Protection Agency.

2012 Winner of BBH Award for Productivity Contact us today and find out how KwickScreens®  
can benefit you and your patients

visit: www.teal.co.uk  or  email: sales@teal.co.uk 

KwickScreen® Products:

Mobile or fixed units

KwickScreen® Styles:

Clear or white screen 
Printed on clear or white screen

Accessories:

Unit bag 
Panel bag 
Apron holder 
Glove holder 
Hand gel holder (rectangular or square)

Options:  
Custom paint option 
New castor design with anti-microbial option

Glove Holder

Hand Gel Holder

Apron Holder
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Patient Seating

Recliners

Ward Furniture

Dining

Tables

Reception

Teal HealthCare
USA   1630 Holland Road, Ohio 43537
UK    Branch Road, Lower Darwen, Lancashire BB3 0PR
Tel: +44 (0)1254 688210
Fax: +44 (0)1254 688203

call: +44 (0)1254 688210
or visit: www.teal.co.uk
email: sales@teal.co.uk


